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ABSTRACT

Dynamic hardware and software schemes for trajectory based simulation of LEO satellite
channel are presented and evaluated. The simulation models are based on the practical
LEO satellite channels and change dynamically with the trajectory using the latitude and
longitude of the LEO satellite as input.
The hardware simulator is consisted of a trajectory based selective fade generator, a
trajectory based Doppler shifter, trajectory based time shadowing simulator and a
standard channel for addition of noise, ACI and CCI. A FQPSK modulated signal is
passed through a trajectory based dynamic fade generator and the spectrum is distorted.
Then the resulting signal is exposed to a trajectory based dynamic Doppler Shifter,
simulating the passage of the satellite overhead. Then the proper AWGN, ACI or CCI is
added to the signal. At the final stage the signal is passed through a trajectory based time
Shadowing simulator.
The software simulator is a dynamic real time simulator written in MatLab and its
structure is similar to the hardware simulator.
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INTRODUCTION
In recent years the interest for communication over LEO satellites has risen sharply.
Communicating over LEO seems to be suited for different type of applications from
mobile to high speed internet access over satellites etc. There are already many LEO
based commercial mobile communication systems like GlobalStar in service.
This popularity is mainly due to the relatively small latency and lower power
consumption [3] [5] of the LEO satellite systems and it makes them ideal for a number of
different applications. In order to test and evaluate research related to LEO satellites a
practical dynamic LEO satellite channel simulator is very valuable. This is specially
factual considering the cost and complexity of life measurements over LEO satellites.
It is also important to note that I have used a FQPSK modulated signal[1] [2] [3] for
obtaining the results. However there is no significant correlation between the
functionality of this simulator and the modulation scheme. Consequently this simulator
works also for other modulated signals. The purpose of these paper is to present a
trajectory based dynamic LEO satellite channel simulator both in hardware and software.
In the following sections first a trajectory based geographical configuration is developed
then the dynamic software and hardware simulator will be presented with detail
description of all components.
GEOGRAPHICAL CONFIGURATION
Before developing any model for selective fading, Doppler shift and shadowing we need
a model for the geographical representation of the LEO satellite relative to the ground
station. The distance between the satellite and the ground station is fairly dynamic and
nonlinear and dependent on a number of variables. By assuming a spherical earth and by
knowing that the orbit of the LEO satellite is elliptical [11]:

Figure(1) Geographical Configuration of LEO Satellite [11]
Where: R: Distance between the satellite and the user terminal r: The radius of the earth
h: Altitude of the satellite a: r + h P: sub-satellite point α: Satellite’s elevation angle A:

Ascending node Ψ : Separation between the satellite and the ground terminal θ s : Orbital
angle of the satellite orbit θ e : Time varying longitude of the ground terminal i: Orbit
inclination angle Ts : Satellite’s latitude G s : Satellite’s longitude Te : Ground terminal’s
latitude G e : Ground terminal’s longitude
we can calculate the distance between the satellite and the ground station as [11]:
I)
R(t ) = a 2 + r 2 − 2 * a * r * cos[ψ (t )]
Where the Ψ(t) is the separation angle between the user terminal and the satellite. Since
we are interested in understanding of the separation angle based on the geographical
parameters we can drive the Ψ(t) as [11]:
II)

cos[ψ (t )] = cos(Te ) * cos[θ s (t )]* cos[θ e (t )] + cos(i ) * cos(Te ) * sin [θ s (t )]* sin [θ e (t )] +

sin (i ) * sin (Te ) * sin [θ s (t )]

III is obtained by substituting II in I:

III)

R (t ) =

a 2 + r 2 − 2 * a * r * cos(Te ) * cos[θ s (t )]* cos[θ e (t )] + cos(i ) * cos(Te ) *

sin [θ s (t )]* sin [θ e (t )] + sin (i ) * sin (Te ) * sin [θ s (t )]

Since θ s and θ e are not easily applicable, it is more preferred to calculate the distance
based on the satellite position. So we can rewrite the equation VII in the more applicable
parameters [10] [11]
IV)

cos(Te ) * cos[θ s (t )]* cos[θ e (t )] + cos(i ) * cos(Te ) * sin [θ s (t )]* sin [θ e (t )] +

sin (i ) * sin (Te ) * sin [θ s (t )] = cos[Ts (t )]* cos(Te ) * cos[Gs (t ) − Ge ] + sin [Ts (t )]* sin (Te )

Now using equation IV the R(t) can be rewritten as:
V)

R(t ) = a 2 + r 2 − 2 * a * r * cos[Ts (t )] * cos(Te ) * cos[G s (t ) − Ge ] + sin [Ts (t )] * sin (Te )

Where Ts , G s and Te , G e are respective satellite and ground latitude and longitude
DYNAMIC SOFTWARE SIMULATOR
The following figure shows the block diagram for the simulator. The signal is first shifted
by the Doppler shift simulator. Then the shifted signal is exposed to selective fading then
the AWGN is added and in the final stage the time shadowing impact the envelope of the

signal. All these component are dependent on the distance equation of the satellite R(t)
(formula V). The R(t) in each component is calculated based on the trajectory data. In the
following sections each of these components are explained in detail.
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Figure(2) Trajectory based dynamic channel simulator for LEO
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Figure(3) Trajectory based two path model
Before analyzing a trajectory based selective fading lets look at the dynamic
characteristics of a two path propagated signal. A received signal r(t) after going through
a two separate paths can be represented by [6] [7]:
VI)

r (t ) = s (t ) + bs (t − τ )

The impulse response of the channel is:
VII)

h(t ) = δ (t ) + bδ (t − τ )

If the transmitted signal is given by s (t ) = Re[ sl (t )e j 2πf ct ] , where s l (t ) is the equivalent
low pass signal, the received signal may be expressed in the form of:
VIII) r (t ) = Re[ rl (t )e j 2πf c t ] = s (t ) ∗ h(t )
here f c is a carrier frequency and rl (t ) is the equivalent lowpass signal in the receiver.
By substitution of (VII) into (VIII), the received signal is:

IX)

r (t ) = Re{[ s l (t ) + be − iθ s l (t − τ )]e j 2πft c } = Re{[ s l (t ) ∗ hl (t )]e j 2πf c t }

The impulse response hl (t ) of the equivalent low pass system for the band pass system in
(II) is given by
hl (t ) = δ (t ) + be − jθ δ (t − τ )
X)
where θ = 2πf cτ . It should be noted that the impulse response h(t) in the RF band is realvalued and its equivalent impulse response hl (t ) in baseband is complex-valued. In my
dynamic MatLab simulator I use a number of impulse responses h1 to hn where hn is
defined:
XI)

hn (t ) = δ (t ) + bn e − jθ n δ (t − τ n )

N
Data = IFFT ( FFT ( Data ) * ∑ H n ))
n =1
By substituting XII in XIII we get:
XII)

N
Data = IFFT ( FFT ( Data ) * FFT (δ (t ) + ∑ bn e − jθ n δ (t − τ n ))))
n =1
τ n (t ) can be defined as:
R (t ) + d − Rn ' (t )
XIV) τ n (t ) = n
C

XIII)

Where Rn(t) and Rn’(t) are the trajectory based distance of the satellite from the ground
receiver and the reflector (object), C is the speed of light and d is the distance between
object and the receiver. By substituting the Rn(t) and Rn’(t) using equation (V)

τ n (t ) =
XV)

a 2 + r 2 − 2 * a * r * cos[Ts (t )]* cos(Ten ) * cos[G s (t ) − Gen ] + sin [Ts (t )]* sin (Ten )
C

d − a 2 + r 2 − 2 * a * r * cos[Ts (t )]* cos(T 'en ) * cos[G s (t ) − G 'en ] + sin [Ts (t )]* sin (T ' en )
C

Where Ten , Gen and T 'en , G' en are respective receiver and the object’s (object number
n) latitude and longitude
Now by substituting the τ n (t ) in XIV we obtain a fairly realistic model of trajectory
based selective fading for LEO
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Although this provides a model for trajectory based selective fading simulation for LEO,
it can be further simplified for laboratory simulations. The result from each object is a
another propagation path that results in a moving notch on the spectrum. Instead of really
putting realistic latitude and longitude for each object we can simply replace them with a
moving notches across the spectrum.
TRAJECTORY BASED DOPLER SHIFT
Another characteristic of LEO channel is the Doppler shift resulted from the movement
of the satellite relative to the ground station. [3] [4] [5] [8].[9]
The center frequency after the Doppler shift for the LEO satellites is f = fc + f d
∇V
f d = fc *
and typically is in the order of 100Hz to few KHz [5].
C
∇V is the relative velocity of the satellite relative to receiver and can be obtained by the
time derivative of the distance function (V).
XVI)

v (t ) =

∂R(t )
fc ∂R(t )
=> f = fc +
∂t
C ∂t

Substituting the trajectory distance function equation (V) the frequency after the shifting
can be obtained by:
f = fc +
XVII) fc ∂  2

2
 a + r − 2 * a * r * cos[Ts (t )]* cos(Te ) * cos[G s (t ) − Ge ] + sin [Ts (t )]* sin (Te ) 
C ∂t 


TRAJECTORY BASED TIME SHADOWING
As the satellite moves the distance R(t) changes based on the satellite trajectory. The
received power is also changed based on the relative distance to the ground receiver. The
closer the satellite the powerful is the signal The power is proportional to inverse square
of the distance. So the time shadowing factor can be represented by:
XVIII) K (t ) = Const *

1
R(t ) 2

By substituting equation (V) the trajectory based power fluctuation can be simulated by:
Const
XIX) K (t ) =
a 2 + r 2 − 2 * a * r * cos[Ts (t )]* cos(Te ) * cos[G s (t ) − Ge ] + sin [Ts (t )]* sin (Te )
DYNAMIC SOFTWARE SIMULATION RESULTS
The following figures show results from my dynamic channel simulator. Here the bit rate
is 1Mb/s and the center frequency is 70MHz. The results show the notch in different
position and its impact on the eye diagram.

Figure(4) Dynamic simulation result notch at different locations

DYNAMIC HARDWARE SIMULATION OF THE LEO SATELLITE CHANNEL
The principle and the basics of the simulator is the same as the software simulator and it
was described in the previous section. The overall hardware simulator consists of the
following and it will be described in the following sections:
1)
2)
3)
4)

Trajectory based selective fading simulator
Trajectory based Doppler Shift simulator
Trajectory based additive noise simulator
Trajectory based time shadowing simulator
TRAJECTORY BASED SELECTIVE FADING HARDWARE SIMULATOR

By changing either the delay or the phase we can generate different notches at different
locations. By shifting the phase continuously the location of the notch changes across the
spectrum and it appears as the notch sweeps across the spectrum [3] [5] [8].
The following figure shows the hardware block diagram for a multi paths selective fade
simulator for LEO. By using a voltage control phase shifter we can simulate the satellite
movement by using voltages proportional to the phase shift (equation XVI) resulted from
the movement of the satellite.
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Figure(5) Selective fading simulator
TRAJECTORY BASED DOPPLER SHIFT HARDWARE SIMULATOR
The following figure shows the Doppler Shift simulator It simply consists of a down
converter to the base band and again an up-converter to f = fc + f d . By feeding a
voltage proportional to the trajectory based Doppler Shift (equation XIX) to the VCO we
can simulate the Doppler Shift.
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Figure(6) Doppler shift simulator
PRELIMINARY HARDWARE RESULTS OBTAINED FROM MY CHANNEL
SIMULATOR
The following figures shows the preliminary hardware result obtained with the hardware
simulator. The modulation is FQPSK. [1] [2]

Figure(7) FQPSK before (top left) and after the channel

CONCLUSIONS
In this paper a dynamic trajectory based LEO satellite channel simulator and some
preliminary results were presented. Both the hardware simulator and the software
simulator were based on the same principle.
The presented simulator is flexible. The required level of complexity is directly
correlated to the type of application. By adding more realistic details we can obtain a
more realistic simulator but more paths results in more complexity.
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